


THE roads around the Mancunian Way and Brook street were turned
into a fairy play area recently - and they left evidence of their noctur-
nal goings on around Manchester University’s North Campus. As any-
one who has ever read Enid Blyton as an infant will know, mushroom
rings provide ideal meeting places for fairies on moonlit nights.
Whether they’ve played host to dancing elves or pixies picnicking on
the toadstools, mushroom rings, which tend to recur in the same
place, are the tell tale sign the next morning. Fairy rings are frequent
imagery in European and British folklore and are said to be unlucky,
yet hopefully this one won’t wreak havoc on motorists or any pedes-
trians straying into its path as it looks rather like a lucky horse shoe.
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THE last issue of the Shrieking Violet introduced the idea of entertain-

ing yourself where possible. This issue continues the theme of alternative fun, using as its

premise the idea (cliched or not) that the best things in life are free or inexpensive (with

the exception of the gigs and Cornerhouse showings in the listings, which are neverthe-

less primarily focused on independent venues and promoters).

In an excellent article in the latest issue of Manchester’s free newspaper The Mule, Alex

Bridger of the psychogeographic collective Bored in the City said Manchester is built

‘around the needs of big retailers, designed primarily to ensure people shop and when they

sit down to rest, they have to buy some food and drink’.

He asks us to look at Manchester City Centre ‘on a

rainy day’ and see ‘how many places people can relax

and socialise without spending money’, claiming ‘public

space’ has blended into commercial space’.

This is something I have been thinking about a lot since

I read it. You could go to any number of galleries - in-

cluding the Chinese Arts Centre and ArtLand, admire the

Pre-Raphaelite collection in Manchester Art Gallery, or

learn more about the built environment at CUBE, but it’s

still not really an opportunity to sit down and relax. 

Manchester’s parks and gardens are lovely but still rely

on the weather being dry. 

It’s lucky, then, that we have the oracle of knowledge

(and unemployed person’s meeting place) that is Central

Library - where you can look at Manchester based exhi-

bitions, read some microfilm and study local history,

dream of visiting faraway lands in the travel section, use

the internet, rent a DVD (£1 for a week!) or even just sit

and gaze at the architectural details of the town hall from

the beautiful Language and Literature library. That’s all

before you even take any books out.

Take your inspiration from this secondhand bookstall in

a shack on Shudehill - Seek and Ye Shall Find!
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THIS recipe is an amalgamation of a couple of variations I've seen for kedgeree, plus a little of

my own imagination. Kedgeree is a classic colonial dish, combining the very English (smoked fish

and eggs) with the very exotic (rice and spices!). It is traditionally eaten for breakfast, but I've al-

ways felt this sounded like a little too much for the morning, so I have it for dinner in the evening.

It's very easy and really delicious. It’s quite versatile and is nice served with virtually any green

vegetable; it is also possible to add ingredients such as mushrooms to the dish towards the end of

cooking time. This recipe serves two, but the basic rule is one fillet of fish and one egg per per-

son, then adjust the rice quantity accordingly. I'm not going to go all preachy and instruct people

to buy free range and/or organic ingredients as this is a matter of personal choice...but the dish will

taste a lot nicer if you do so, not to mention the ethical benefits.

Ingredients:

2 fillets of smoked mackerel, peppered or unpeppered depending on preference

2 eggs

1 onion

Olive oil

Milk

150g rice - I use brown rice; its soft and slightly nutty consistency lends itself very well to this dish.

2 tbsps chopped fresh parsley

2 tsps masala curry powder

Extra chilli powder, if required

Squeeze of lemon juice

Salt and pepper, to season

First, boil the rice for the respective amount of time for the type of rice you're using. About ten

minutes before the end of cooking-time, hard-boil the eggs. Using a fork and sharp knife, take

the skin off of the mackerel fillets and then cut them up into 'flakes'. Chop the onion and gently

fry it in some olive oil. Add the first tbsp of the masala curry powder. When the onion is soft and

translucent/golden, add the fish, drained rice and eggs, when they are ready. Stir vigorously to

avoid sticking. Gradually add milk from now until serving - this is both to avoid sticking and to

give it a lovely creamy taste and consistency. It should eventually be roughly the consistency of

risotto. Add the chopped parsley and the second tbsp of the masala curry powder. Taste, and if nec-

essary add a pinch or so of chilli powder, or even a little more of the masala curry powder if you

wish. Season and add a squeeze of lemon juice et voila!

Kedgeree Rachel Cranshaw recommends her favourite recipe



Behold the School of Sobriety, Industry and Oeconomy!
THESE words of the eighteenth century apiarist John Keys (for whom there’ll be no

Christmas...) are, of course, referring to bees. Keys wrote this at the epoch of the in-

dustrial age, but since antiquity (Virgil was the go-to-guy for bee stuff), bees have

been considered the very model of Stakhanovism. Through their apparently cease-

less and insatiable need to work, bees have been living up to their ‘workaholic’ rep-

utation for centuries – putting to shame lots of wannabe hard-workers, like the

President of France.

It is only in the last few weeks of her life that the average worker bee goes into

honey production, which she does by flapping her wings to evaporate nectar. Before

this time, she carries out other tasks such as constructing honeycomb and guard-

ing the entrance to the hive. In her lifetime, the average bee will produce the equiv-

alent of just one teaspoon of honey – the amount I eat every day! Bees don’t even get

to enjoy the fruit of their labour, and choose to selflessly devote themselves to the

production of something solely for others’ consumption. This self-disciplined self-

lessness is what underpins the work ethic of the colony and maintains their status

as nature’s model worker. For a worker bee, work is the end not the means.

The other fruit of bees’ labour is their architecture. Honeycomb is one of nature’s

most alluring, almost perfectly mathematical phenomena and the subject of much

research into geometric efficiency. If you like to be puzzled:

http://www.archimedes-lab.org/monthly_puzzles_72.html

Architects have been influenced throughout history by the work of bees. Notably,

Gaudi felt an affinity to bees which was reflected in much of his own work. His trade-

mark parabolic structures and organic and intricate geometry remind us of the

bees he was also fascinated by. Bees even featured on the posters he made to pro-

mote the Catalan co-operative movement, which he strongly supported.

Of course, not all bees are such fine examples of industry. What Shakespeare re-

ferred to as “the lazy, yawning drone” notoriously does almost no work other than

his one sole purpose: inseminating the queen. As an unemployed person who hates

being inactive, I feel some sympathy for the drone, who has received an unfair

amount of criticism over the years. Anyway, without drones to inseminate the

queen, there would be no colony.

It’s really no wonder that bees have become synonymous with modern industry

and a motif for our own rich industrial heritage. Manchester, the first industrial

city, is proudly adorned with bee lamp posts and beautiful bee mosaics in the Town

Hall. Factories and mills have names like The Hive, Beehive Mill &c.

On a recent visit to the (fantastic) Museum of Science and Industry in Castlefield,

I enquired about bee-related exhibits and information, thinking Manchester’s very

own museum of industry would have something to cater for bee fans. Alas, the only

answer I could get from the archive system was Boddingtons, which I had crossed

paths with already. 

On Bees and Industryby Catriona Gray
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DAVID HILLS, 27, has in his bag a change of clothes that he is bringing

to work so he doesn’t have to wear his work clothes on the way home,

a lunchbox containing an apple that will go uneaten, a jam sandwich

and a Penguin bar, and books and papers that he is bringing to work

from home and back again, repeatedly. His bag is a rucksack and, as it

in many ways resembles the bag of a young secondary school child,

he can only be assumed to be in some tragic state of arrested devel-

opment. He will never break out of this cycle and will die playing with

toy cars, of a heart attack brought on by too much frosted cereal be-

fore bed aged 58.

Lydia Clark, 44, has in her bag lipstick, a purse, pictures of her two chil-

dren and three nephews and nieces, a pocket mirror, a tampon, an ord-

nance survey map of Surrey, some mints, her mobile phone, and her

keys. Her bag is an ordinary woman’s handbag and pretty much con-

forms to the general pattern of what is in woman’s handbags for the

most part, except for the ordnance survey map of Surrey, but this can

be explained by the fact that she lives there and likes to go walking,

often on a whim and for extended periods of time, in no particular di-

rection, and so needs it to allow her to find her way home. A sugges-

tion for Lydia is she might find it even easier if she packed a

compass too.

Gavin Malone, 32, has in his bag the Prime Minister’s brain. His bag is a blue carrier bag, that was lying around his

house, and which he brought specifically to carry the Prime Minister’s brain about in. The Prime Minister’s brain

was only recently obtained by Gavin, and is still fresh and dripping with the Prime Minister’s blood. Gavin is an un-

savoury character, balding and with an unfavourable phrenology- he has a history of petty crime but his plot to cap-

ture the Prime Minister’s brain was long in the hatching and really quite ingenious. Befriending one of the Prime

Minister’s bodyguards who physically he resembled, Gavin lured him to a bar one night and got him so drunk that

he couldn’t even remember his own name. Gavin then battered the bodyguard and stole his uniform, bound and

gagged him and left him in his (Gavin’s) house, bruised and disoriented. Gavin then put on his uniform and mas-

queraded as him at work the next day. Gavin knew most of the lingo and routines from conversations with his friend

the bodyguard. Gavin then waited until he got an opportunity to be alone with the Prime Minister, at which point

he revealed a saw, which he used to cut into the Prime Minister’s skull and remove the brain within. He plans to sell

the brain to the Russians, who will no doubt value the British state secrets it contains.

However, Gavin is strictly small-fry, and does not anticipate the sophisticated state operation that will soon be

launched to get the Prime Minister’s brain back. The Prime Minister might not be alive anymore but there is still a

chance his brain could be revived and could lead the country in his place- failing this it is still obviously worth get-

ting back so that state secrets could not be compromised. Upon discovering the Prime Minister is dead and his brain

missing, Downing Street security will switch the country into ‘PM brain recovery mode’ - this means that all police

and military operations will be suspended and all such officials will then systematically search the populace for

brains. This is how the Prime Minister’s brain will be discovered on Gavin Malone and subsequently taken from him

and revived in a secret state super-hospital where they can revive brains (and also cure cancer and AIDs). The brain

will speak with great pain of the horror it endured in Gavin Malone’s blue carrier bag, alone and shaking and cold and

drying out, with very little to sustain it out there in the cold streets in the bag of that thug. Gavin Malone, meanwhile,

will enjoy a brief footnoted historical notoriety but spend the rest of his life in prison on a special never-release

home office tariff because his crime was just that serious. His fate stands as a stark warning to all others who would

seek to steal, or otherwise threaten in any other way, the Prime Minister’s brain. By Tom Whyman



these places, even if you don’t seek them out: the parks along the Oxford/ Wilmslow road corridor provide a green

lung for the busiest bus route in Europe. I’m aware that I’m neglecting a few - Birchfields Park in Victoria Park,

Alexandra Park in Whalley Range, for example, but these are some of the loveliest places to wander through en route

to somewhere else, spend a lunch hour, learn some clues to the city’s past or just while away a little time

collecting leaves.

Angel Meadows, Naples Street, Collyhurst (a short walk from Victoria/ Shudehill stations). This small park had a

macabre past life, lying on the site of an early nineteenth century burial pit where up to 40,000 people are buried;

the steps down to Angel Meadow were said to be haunted by angels guarding the bodies of infants. Nowadays, it’s

overlooked by new flats, but in the nineteenth century the surrounding streets were crammed with factories and

slum housing. In 1849, the Morning Chronicle called Angel Meadow “the lowest, most filthy, most unhealthy, and

most wicked locality in Manchester”, saying: “It lies off the Oldham Road, is full of cellars and is inhabited by

prostitutes, their bullies, thieves, cadgers, vagrants, tramps, and, in the very worst sites of filth, and darkness.” En-

gels too mentioned Angel Meadow in his book The Condition of the Working Class, saying “there is a certain black

irony to the name”. The park’s gentle slopes still look out over the Charter Street Ragged school, contrasting with

the recent high rise developments of the (misnamed) Green Quarter in the background. LS Lowry also featured

Angel Meadow in his painting Britain at Play. Best enjoyed in Autumn, when the ground turns into a carpet of red,

yellow and brown leaves.

St John’s Gardens, St John’s Street, Deansgate. Another small park on the site of a

former plague pit, where up to 22,000 people are buried (a monument in the centre re-

members William Marsden, ‘originator of the Saturday half holiday’, who is one of

these). Best enjoyed in spring and summer when the borders are filled with roses and

other flowers.

Sackville Street Gardens, Sackville Street, Piccadilly. A

mini Eden next to the excesses of Canal Street, Sackville

Street gardens contains a beacon of hope monument to

victims of HIV and AIDS. In the shadow of the huge, im-

posing Sackville Street building, part of the former Man-

chester Institute of Science and Technology (now the

University of Manchester’ North Campus), it also con-

tains a statue of the mathematician Alan Turing, who helped develop the computer.

Turing committed suicide eating a poisoned apple because of persecution over his sex-

uality, and the image is rumoured (probably incorrectly) to be an inspiration for the

Apple logo. Best enjoyed as a student from the nearby halls of residence doing some

outdoor exam revision in late spring/ early summer.
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MANCHESTER is often

unfairly maligned for not

being the greenest of cities.

However, there are plenty of

green spaces if you know

(clue: not the city centre

characterless Cathedral Gar

land that is Piccadilly Gar-

where to look

‘parks’ - the

dens or scrub 

dens). The best
thing about these gardens?A recreational   
activity that won’t cost you a penny. A few quiet moments in a busy work
ing day, a Sunday spent reading the papers/ laying in the sun, even a barbecue. The city as a whole benefits from 

by Natalie

Bradbury
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Parsonage Gardens, Deansgate. Bordered by elegant architecture old and new, including Kendals department store

(now House of Fraser), Parsonage Gardens is a small but perfectly formed oasis of calm amidst the shops and traf-

fic of Deansgate. Best enjoyed in Spring when the cherry trees are in blossom and white petals fly across the grass.

Fletcher Moss Botanical Garden, Wilmslow Road, Didsbury. The formal botanical gardens, rock borders, tennis

courts and water features contrast with wilder fields and woods leading to the River Mersey. Named after a local Al-

derman who donated the garden to the town, the park was also the birthplace of the RSPB. Best enjoyed in spring,

indulging your senses with different coloured blooms everywhere you look and gorgeous smelling flowers. 

Heaton Park, Bury Old Road, Prestwich (a short tram ride from the city centre). This

park, one of the biggest in Europe, has everything - a Grade II listed hall, a tram mu-

seum, an apiary (home to Manchester Beekeepers Association), a golf course, a lake,

a farm, even the colonnade of the old town hall - although Heaton Park is currently the

subject of heated arguments over plans to cover part of it in new sports facilities. Events

take place throughout the year, including a fireworks display and funfair on Guy

Fawkes Night. Heaton Park also has its place in countercultural history as a haunt of

The Fall: in Simon Reynolds’ post-punk anthology Rip It Up and Start Again, the

Fall’s original guitarist Martin Bramah calls Heaton Park a ‘stately home that is the

nearest thing that Manchester has to a common’ and reminisces about its psilocybin

(magic) mushrooms: “There were just fields of them that you could pick, and it was a

totally free source of entertainment.” Best enjoyed in winter when the snow lays - its

undulating landscape is perfect for sledging. See also Platt Fields Park, Rusholme

for more countercultural history: the funfair that still takes place there was immortalised in the Smiths song

Rusholme Ruffians.

Whitworth Park, Wilmslow Road, Rusholme. Following their acquisition of Gustav

Metzger’s Flailing Trees installation from Manchester International Festival (which

can now be seen outside the gallery) the Whitworth Art Gallery has let the outdoors in-

side by displaying works based on trees. Some of the loveliest were created especially

for the south gallery, the huge windows of which overlook Whitworth Park; Michael

Porter’s large, textural canvasses use oil and PVA to depict bark and wood in murky,

expressive colours. Best enjoyed all year round, even from inside the gallery on a rainy

day. See also Peel Park, Salford, for another park attached to a gallery and museum.

Philips Park, Stuart Street, Clayton (a short bus ride/ half hour canalside walk from

the City Centre). Built in 1846, Philips Park was the first public park in Manchester,

containing the city’s first municipal public graveyard, bowling green and outdoor

swimming pool. Victorians also flocked to an annual tulip festival. It still houses a

pond, amphitheatre, bowling green, community orchard and allotments and is Grade II listed as a site of national in-

terest. The River Medlock flows through Philips Park to neighbouring Clayton Vale, a former coal mining site

reinvented with meadows covered in wild flowers and beautiful wooded river walks. Best enjoyed in summer for

blackberry picking.

Chorlton Green, St Clement’s Road, Chorlton. You really do feel as if you are in a village as you walk through the

historic lych gate and over the gravestones that pave the area around Chorlton Green. Best enjoyed all year round.

See also Chorlton Ees Nature Reserve and Chorlton Water Park, just down the road, as well as nearby Beech

Road Park.
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SOMETHING feels kind of wrong this August. As I write the football season is in full swing, and,

on the one hand, everything seems reassuringly familiar. The crowds are full of bustling, stodgy

middle-aged men. The Match of the Day sofa is as pert as ever, Shearer’s chest hair as engag-

ingly visible, Lawrenson’s collars as provocatively large. But something feels wrong. Or rather, it

all feels too right. There is too much familiarity, too much continuity. Premiership football should

normally be about constant renewal, the cut-and-thrust of a business at the extreme sharp end of

the capitalist knife-point, where every draw is a sackable offense, where every missed penalty

could ultimately spell out million pound losses, relegation, trips to Doncaster, away.

Yet this summer, it all felt too familiar. The annual team slog to new or ‘emerging’ markets, des-

perate owners parading their team’s wares in front of potential American or Asian consumers like

so many beauty queens, Rooney’s chops a main attraction on the Korean grass catwalk. The

same declarations of loyalty, from players previously minutes away from moves to a higher plain

of remuneration. The same blind statements of intent, gloriously shortsighted confidence, from

managers weeks away from a new season, a clean slate. Only for it all it instantly evaporate upon

contact with sad reality, a 1-7 defeat at home to Colchester,

for instance.

Still, where were the new players? With the vainglorious excep-

tions of Manchester City and Real Madrid, there was a deathly si-

lence across the summer plateau. The transfer window was open,

the pie was on the sill, but no one dared take a piece. Not even a

little sniff. Men were bought on pay-per-play deals, the value of

‘continuity’ exhorted by players once, and soon to be, heard plead-

ing with their manger to spend BIG, unpluck the silk purse strings,

aim for the sky. But still, no takers. Money is tight. The stock mar-

ket has crashed. More importantly, so has the price of oil – that

which now, as with so much else, greases the axels of the Premier

League’s slick, shady self-perpetuation. The squads remained,

more or less the same.

And so, football fans had to turn their heads elsewhere for their

shot of novelty; like drowning men, they trash around underwater,

desperate for air, for sunlight. And where better to look than the foot-

ball kit? The new strip, usually kept under wraps in a lead box until

the moment of unveiling - the epitome of novelty, last season’s dis-

appointments and frustrations forgotten at the first whiff of a poly-

styrene cuff. But yet again, were we left wanting. This seasons

shirts are dismal – Chelsea’s a strange imitation of a breast plate,

Everton’s sad little bib, Man Utd’s almost new-rave ‘Flying V’.

Where, I wondered, where the shirts of old?

Indeed, the more I thought about it, the more I realised that, as

the decade draws to a close, that the last ten years have been a

more or less relentless march of poorly conceived strips. Looking

Oh, Happier Shirts by Sam Lewis
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physicists to come up with string the-

ory? Or for Bombelli to imagine up a

truly ridiculous but amazingly useful

idea like imaginary numbers? To

make a scientific advance requires

looking at the world in new ways and

applying yourself completely to that

vision, just like art in fact. 

Maths is really hard Urrrr exactly like

all other degrees, yeah. But that

doesn’t mean the ideas are hard to

grasp. Doing a PhD on J.D. Salinger

would be pretty damn tricky but reading Catcher in the Rye is easy and fun. It’s the same with a lot of Maths. The field

of topology isn’t studied until the third year but the basics of the course are just squashing shapes and doing simple,

imaginary origami. Officially topology is the branch of mathematics that describes properties that remain unchanged

under smooth deformations. That basically means that if you can squash one object into another they count as the

same thing, so a mug is the same topological object as a doughnut because they both have one hole.

An easy way of representing

shapes is by identifying sides of

squares to be glued together

using arrows; opposite direc-

tions mean that the edges

should be glued together with a

twist. These simple diagrams

can lead to familiar shapes, like

the cylinder, or to highly abstract ones, like the Klein bottle, which cannot be realised in three dimensions without the

surface passing through itself.

Of course the material gets

trickier once you delve into it

but it IS possible to understand

and enjoy the principles of the

field with almost no theory at

all. 

If you’d like to read any more… 

* Le Topologicon by Jean-

Pierre Petit 

My favourite ever comic, as

featured above. Available as a

free PDF online in loads of dif-

ferent languages although the

translation is iffy so best

in French.  

http://www.savoir-sansfrontieres.com/JPP/telechargeables/free_downloads_english.htm

* Sabrina the Teenage Witch, Season 2, Episode 21 

Sabrina reads her essay “How Math Applies To Real Life” in assembly.

* The Guardian Science Weekly Podcast 

An excellent podcast for an Alok Jha science-crush.

* The Two Cultures

The 1959 essay by C.P. Snow on the dangers of a breakdown of communication between the sciences and the hu-

manities.

By Alice Kelly



back on my youth, it seemed that somehow the art of shirt design had been lost somewhere,

somehow, around the turn of the millennia. Though part of my nostalgia may be a sad fondness

for the years of my boyhood, it still seemed to me that football strips peaked around 1996, and that

everything since has been an approximation of decline.

The nineties were to football what the sixties were to pop

music; a period of renewal, of hope rising from the ashes of

despair. For the bleakness of the war and post-war rationing,

read Hillsborough and Heysel. For Lennon and McCartney,

read Gascoigne and Cantona. The moment often touted as

the turning point for English football (still in the wilderness of

a ban on entering European competition) is Gascoigne’s

tears in 1990, the defining image of which being that of him

wiping his red, sodden face on his white shirt. Perhaps at that moment the shirt became, more than

ever, part of the iconography of the sport, something with which to carry a message and a spirit

beyond the obligatory sponsor’s legend.

I look at the shirts of the nineties now, and I see nothing but great-

ness, a spirit of enterprise and optimism now lost in the dizzying

money market of modern football. Often, there would be patterns

within patterns, strange arrangements of shapes and shades cre-

ating wider movements and lines. Norwich’s famous home jersey

from 1993 is a prime example. Just what are those almost Tetris-like

blocks? Why are there so many of them? Why are they layered in

front of an almost abstract swathe of green brush-strokes? In truth,

there are no answers to these queries. The Norwich shirt, like the

Platonic ideal, merely is, without any further relation to reality. It

lives and breathes self-confidence and effortless charm, it dreams

the impossible. It can beat Bayern Munich. It can do anything. Sim-

ilarly with Man Utd’s home shirt from 1994-1996, there is almost no

regard for decency. There is a picture of Old Trafford in the design.

Or rather, the picture is the design.

This is a period secure in it-

self, in its history and prestige.

Can you imagine Arsenal now

proudly emblazoning their kit with a picture of the Emirates?

Or see Joey Barton wear a shirt with a lace collar? No, these

days are past. We now belong to a sporting period so in thrall

to shares prices, to profit margins and bank loans, that risk is

a luxury ill-afforded. Clubs need shirt sales so they play it

safe. The same players - now little more than faceless thor-

oughbreds, elite, media-trained greyhounds – trot out in the same, non-descript kits. To para-

phrase The Wave Pictures, ‘nothing's different, nothing got changed’. Yet still, sometimes, late at

night, I squint at pictures of Stuart Pearce’s face, after taking that penalty against Spain at Euro

1996, look at the beautiful sky-blue of the trim, see the muscular contortions of his passionate,

human face, and dream of happier times.
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THIS is a drawing of how most people react to the

phrase “I study Maths”.

What it also represents is how hideously misunder-

stood the subject is; the extent of most people’s contact

is grimacing their way through the endless sums of the

GCSE and memorising long, meaningless formulae.

This couldn’t be further from the reality of the bizarre,

abstract world of Pure Mathematics. Behind the thick

cloak of intimidation lies an accessible, beautiful and re-

warding field, if only everyone could get over these in-

furiating misconceptions! 

Maths is numbers The first time someone asked if my

exams consisted of REALLY TRICKY BIG SUMS I

found it funny, imagining surreal A1 exam papers on the

floor with impossibly long numbers and students having

to crawl around with felt tip pens to fill them in. I was naively unaware of how many times I’d hear this absurd idea over

the next few years. It’s like suggesting that English Literature exams consist of REALLY TRICKY LONG SPELLINGS,

backwards!

Maths is about patterns and shapes and, most importantly ideas, not calculations. With all the referencing that ac-

ademic essays require, most other student probably spend a lot more time with numbers than I do; many of my courses

don’t involve them at all. 

Mathematicians are dull people There’s a deeply rooted and deeply irritating notion

around that people who do Arts subjects are interesting and people who do Sciences

are dull. Okay, so there might be quite bore-core future city boys and computer geeks

on my course but there’s also a bunch of amazing freaks and geeks who are way too

busy having fun messing around with mind-blowing ideas to care what the hell peo-

ple think of them.  

Mathematicians hate beauty That might sound absurd but it was actually implied by

my friend’s lecturer, who ascertained that everyone in the class must like beautiful

things or else they’d be doing a Maths degree. Perhaps it’s because so many arts stu-

dents fail to engage in the sciences that they assume that science students fail to en-

gage in the arts. Actually, they seem to assume that we’re a bunch of culturally

retarded, colour-blind losers who dream in binary and wouldn’t know a seminal paint-

ing if it were stuck on the back of our prescription spectacles.

Maths is beautiful! Maths is thinking up new worlds and exploring them, the ultimate

in imagination. There are few things more striking than the simplicity of Euler’s for-

mula, or more mesmerising than fractals in nature. I’m often asked to explain a fourth

dimension as if the answer’s just another long formula. The key to understanding

Mathematics is brutally stretching your mind until you finally manage, even for a sec-

ond, to comprehend bizarre ideas and shapes that make no sense in the simple, tan-

gible world we live in.

And anyway, shocking as it may be to some, lots of Maths students like art! And

books! And films! 

Maths is not creative Does anyone seriously believe that it took more creativity for

someone like Jane Austen to think up her limp, prancing characters than it took for
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SOMETHING feels kind of wrong this August. As I write the football season is in full swing, and,

on the one hand, everything seems reassuringly familiar. The crowds are full of bustling, stodgy

middle-aged men. The Match of the Day sofa is as pert as ever, Shearer’s chest hair as engag-

ingly visible, Lawrenson’s collars as provocatively large. But something feels wrong. Or rather, it

all feels too right. There is too much familiarity, too much continuity. Premiership football should

normally be about constant renewal, the cut-and-thrust of a business at the extreme sharp end of

the capitalist knife-point, where every draw is a sackable offense, where every missed penalty

could ultimately spell out million pound losses, relegation, trips to Doncaster, away.

Yet this summer, it all felt too familiar. The annual team slog to new or ‘emerging’ markets, des-

perate owners parading their team’s wares in front of potential American or Asian consumers like

so many beauty queens, Rooney’s chops a main attraction on the Korean grass catwalk. The

same declarations of loyalty, from players previously minutes away from moves to a higher plain

of remuneration. The same blind statements of intent, gloriously shortsighted confidence, from

managers weeks away from a new season, a clean slate. Only for it all it instantly evaporate upon

contact with sad reality, a 1-7 defeat at home to Colchester,

for instance.

Still, where were the new players? With the vainglorious excep-

tions of Manchester City and Real Madrid, there was a deathly si-

lence across the summer plateau. The transfer window was open,

the pie was on the sill, but no one dared take a piece. Not even a

little sniff. Men were bought on pay-per-play deals, the value of

‘continuity’ exhorted by players once, and soon to be, heard plead-

ing with their manger to spend BIG, unpluck the silk purse strings,

aim for the sky. But still, no takers. Money is tight. The stock mar-

ket has crashed. More importantly, so has the price of oil – that

which now, as with so much else, greases the axels of the Premier

League’s slick, shady self-perpetuation. The squads remained,

more or less the same.

And so, football fans had to turn their heads elsewhere for their

shot of novelty; like drowning men, they trash around underwater,

desperate for air, for sunlight. And where better to look than the foot-

ball kit? The new strip, usually kept under wraps in a lead box until

the moment of unveiling - the epitome of novelty, last season’s dis-

appointments and frustrations forgotten at the first whiff of a poly-

styrene cuff. But yet again, were we left wanting. This seasons

shirts are dismal – Chelsea’s a strange imitation of a breast plate,

Everton’s sad little bib, Man Utd’s almost new-rave ‘Flying V’.

Where, I wondered, where the shirts of old?

Indeed, the more I thought about it, the more I realised that, as

the decade draws to a close, that the last ten years have been a

more or less relentless march of poorly conceived strips. Looking

Oh, Happier Shirts by Sam Lewis
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physicists to come up with string the-

ory? Or for Bombelli to imagine up a

truly ridiculous but amazingly useful

idea like imaginary numbers? To

make a scientific advance requires

looking at the world in new ways and

applying yourself completely to that

vision, just like art in fact. 

Maths is really hard Urrrr exactly like

all other degrees, yeah. But that

doesn’t mean the ideas are hard to

grasp. Doing a PhD on J.D. Salinger

would be pretty damn tricky but reading Catcher in the Rye is easy and fun. It’s the same with a lot of Maths. The field

of topology isn’t studied until the third year but the basics of the course are just squashing shapes and doing simple,

imaginary origami. Officially topology is the branch of mathematics that describes properties that remain unchanged

under smooth deformations. That basically means that if you can squash one object into another they count as the

same thing, so a mug is the same topological object as a doughnut because they both have one hole.

An easy way of representing

shapes is by identifying sides of

squares to be glued together

using arrows; opposite direc-

tions mean that the edges

should be glued together with a

twist. These simple diagrams

can lead to familiar shapes, like

the cylinder, or to highly abstract ones, like the Klein bottle, which cannot be realised in three dimensions without the

surface passing through itself.

Of course the material gets

trickier once you delve into it

but it IS possible to understand

and enjoy the principles of the

field with almost no theory at

all. 

If you’d like to read any more… 

* Le Topologicon by Jean-

Pierre Petit 

My favourite ever comic, as

featured above. Available as a

free PDF online in loads of dif-

ferent languages although the

translation is iffy so best

in French.  

http://www.savoir-sansfrontieres.com/JPP/telechargeables/free_downloads_english.htm

* Sabrina the Teenage Witch, Season 2, Episode 21 

Sabrina reads her essay “How Math Applies To Real Life” in assembly.

* The Guardian Science Weekly Podcast 

An excellent podcast for an Alok Jha science-crush.

* The Two Cultures

The 1959 essay by C.P. Snow on the dangers of a breakdown of communication between the sciences and the hu-

manities.

By Alice Kelly



Parsonage Gardens, Deansgate. Bordered by elegant architecture old and new, including Kendals department store

(now House of Fraser), Parsonage Gardens is a small but perfectly formed oasis of calm amidst the shops and traf-

fic of Deansgate. Best enjoyed in Spring when the cherry trees are in blossom and white petals fly across the grass.

Fletcher Moss Botanical Garden, Wilmslow Road, Didsbury. The formal botanical gardens, rock borders, tennis

courts and water features contrast with wilder fields and woods leading to the River Mersey. Named after a local Al-

derman who donated the garden to the town, the park was also the birthplace of the RSPB. Best enjoyed in spring,

indulging your senses with different coloured blooms everywhere you look and gorgeous smelling flowers. 

Heaton Park, Bury Old Road, Prestwich (a short tram ride from the city centre). This

park, one of the biggest in Europe, has everything - a Grade II listed hall, a tram mu-

seum, an apiary (home to Manchester Beekeepers Association), a golf course, a lake,

a farm, even the colonnade of the old town hall - although Heaton Park is currently the

subject of heated arguments over plans to cover part of it in new sports facilities. Events

take place throughout the year, including a fireworks display and funfair on Guy

Fawkes Night. Heaton Park also has its place in countercultural history as a haunt of

The Fall: in Simon Reynolds’ post-punk anthology Rip It Up and Start Again, the

Fall’s original guitarist Martin Bramah calls Heaton Park a ‘stately home that is the

nearest thing that Manchester has to a common’ and reminisces about its psilocybin

(magic) mushrooms: “There were just fields of them that you could pick, and it was a

totally free source of entertainment.” Best enjoyed in winter when the snow lays - its

undulating landscape is perfect for sledging. See also Platt Fields Park, Rusholme

for more countercultural history: the funfair that still takes place there was immortalised in the Smiths song

Rusholme Ruffians.

Whitworth Park, Wilmslow Road, Rusholme. Following their acquisition of Gustav

Metzger’s Flailing Trees installation from Manchester International Festival (which

can now be seen outside the gallery) the Whitworth Art Gallery has let the outdoors in-

side by displaying works based on trees. Some of the loveliest were created especially

for the south gallery, the huge windows of which overlook Whitworth Park; Michael

Porter’s large, textural canvasses use oil and PVA to depict bark and wood in murky,

expressive colours. Best enjoyed all year round, even from inside the gallery on a rainy

day. See also Peel Park, Salford, for another park attached to a gallery and museum.

Philips Park, Stuart Street, Clayton (a short bus ride/ half hour canalside walk from

the City Centre). Built in 1846, Philips Park was the first public park in Manchester,

containing the city’s first municipal public graveyard, bowling green and outdoor

swimming pool. Victorians also flocked to an annual tulip festival. It still houses a

pond, amphitheatre, bowling green, community orchard and allotments and is Grade II listed as a site of national in-

terest. The River Medlock flows through Philips Park to neighbouring Clayton Vale, a former coal mining site

reinvented with meadows covered in wild flowers and beautiful wooded river walks. Best enjoyed in summer for

blackberry picking.

Chorlton Green, St Clement’s Road, Chorlton. You really do feel as if you are in a village as you walk through the

historic lych gate and over the gravestones that pave the area around Chorlton Green. Best enjoyed all year round.

See also Chorlton Ees Nature Reserve and Chorlton Water Park, just down the road, as well as nearby Beech

Road Park.
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these places, even if you don’t seek them out: the parks along the Oxford/ Wilmslow road corridor provide a green

lung for the busiest bus route in Europe. I’m aware that I’m neglecting a few - Birchfields Park in Victoria Park,

Alexandra Park in Whalley Range, for example, but these are some of the loveliest places to wander through en route

to somewhere else, spend a lunch hour, learn some clues to the city’s past or just while away a little time

collecting leaves.

Angel Meadows, Naples Street, Collyhurst (a short walk from Victoria/ Shudehill stations). This small park had a

macabre past life, lying on the site of an early nineteenth century burial pit where up to 40,000 people are buried;

the steps down to Angel Meadow were said to be haunted by angels guarding the bodies of infants. Nowadays, it’s

overlooked by new flats, but in the nineteenth century the surrounding streets were crammed with factories and

slum housing. In 1849, the Morning Chronicle called Angel Meadow “the lowest, most filthy, most unhealthy, and

most wicked locality in Manchester”, saying: “It lies off the Oldham Road, is full of cellars and is inhabited by

prostitutes, their bullies, thieves, cadgers, vagrants, tramps, and, in the very worst sites of filth, and darkness.” En-

gels too mentioned Angel Meadow in his book The Condition of the Working Class, saying “there is a certain black

irony to the name”. The park’s gentle slopes still look out over the Charter Street Ragged school, contrasting with

the recent high rise developments of the (misnamed) Green Quarter in the background. LS Lowry also featured

Angel Meadow in his painting Britain at Play. Best enjoyed in Autumn, when the ground turns into a carpet of red,

yellow and brown leaves.

St John’s Gardens, St John’s Street, Deansgate. Another small park on the site of a

former plague pit, where up to 22,000 people are buried (a monument in the centre re-

members William Marsden, ‘originator of the Saturday half holiday’, who is one of

these). Best enjoyed in spring and summer when the borders are filled with roses and

other flowers.

Sackville Street Gardens, Sackville Street, Piccadilly. A

mini Eden next to the excesses of Canal Street, Sackville

Street gardens contains a beacon of hope monument to

victims of HIV and AIDS. In the shadow of the huge, im-

posing Sackville Street building, part of the former Man-

chester Institute of Science and Technology (now the

University of Manchester’ North Campus), it also con-

tains a statue of the mathematician Alan Turing, who helped develop the computer.

Turing committed suicide eating a poisoned apple because of persecution over his sex-

uality, and the image is rumoured (probably incorrectly) to be an inspiration for the

Apple logo. Best enjoyed as a student from the nearby halls of residence doing some

outdoor exam revision in late spring/ early summer.
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Behold the School of Sobriety, Industry and Oeconomy!
THESE words of the eighteenth century apiarist John Keys (for whom there’ll be no

Christmas...) are, of course, referring to bees. Keys wrote this at the epoch of the in-

dustrial age, but since antiquity (Virgil was the go-to-guy for bee stuff), bees have

been considered the very model of Stakhanovism. Through their apparently cease-

less and insatiable need to work, bees have been living up to their ‘workaholic’ rep-

utation for centuries – putting to shame lots of wannabe hard-workers, like the

President of France.

It is only in the last few weeks of her life that the average worker bee goes into

honey production, which she does by flapping her wings to evaporate nectar. Before

this time, she carries out other tasks such as constructing honeycomb and guard-

ing the entrance to the hive. In her lifetime, the average bee will produce the equiv-

alent of just one teaspoon of honey – the amount I eat every day! Bees don’t even get

to enjoy the fruit of their labour, and choose to selflessly devote themselves to the

production of something solely for others’ consumption. This self-disciplined self-

lessness is what underpins the work ethic of the colony and maintains their status

as nature’s model worker. For a worker bee, work is the end not the means.

The other fruit of bees’ labour is their architecture. Honeycomb is one of nature’s

most alluring, almost perfectly mathematical phenomena and the subject of much

research into geometric efficiency. If you like to be puzzled:

http://www.archimedes-lab.org/monthly_puzzles_72.html

Architects have been influenced throughout history by the work of bees. Notably,

Gaudi felt an affinity to bees which was reflected in much of his own work. His trade-

mark parabolic structures and organic and intricate geometry remind us of the

bees he was also fascinated by. Bees even featured on the posters he made to pro-

mote the Catalan co-operative movement, which he strongly supported.

Of course, not all bees are such fine examples of industry. What Shakespeare re-

ferred to as “the lazy, yawning drone” notoriously does almost no work other than

his one sole purpose: inseminating the queen. As an unemployed person who hates

being inactive, I feel some sympathy for the drone, who has received an unfair

amount of criticism over the years. Anyway, without drones to inseminate the

queen, there would be no colony.

It’s really no wonder that bees have become synonymous with modern industry

and a motif for our own rich industrial heritage. Manchester, the first industrial

city, is proudly adorned with bee lamp posts and beautiful bee mosaics in the Town

Hall. Factories and mills have names like The Hive, Beehive Mill &c.

On a recent visit to the (fantastic) Museum of Science and Industry in Castlefield,

I enquired about bee-related exhibits and information, thinking Manchester’s very

own museum of industry would have something to cater for bee fans. Alas, the only

answer I could get from the archive system was Boddingtons, which I had crossed

paths with already. 

On Bees and Industryby Catriona Gray
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DAVID HILLS, 27, has in his bag a change of clothes that he is bringing

to work so he doesn’t have to wear his work clothes on the way home,

a lunchbox containing an apple that will go uneaten, a jam sandwich

and a Penguin bar, and books and papers that he is bringing to work

from home and back again, repeatedly. His bag is a rucksack and, as it

in many ways resembles the bag of a young secondary school child,

he can only be assumed to be in some tragic state of arrested devel-

opment. He will never break out of this cycle and will die playing with

toy cars, of a heart attack brought on by too much frosted cereal be-

fore bed aged 58.

Lydia Clark, 44, has in her bag lipstick, a purse, pictures of her two chil-

dren and three nephews and nieces, a pocket mirror, a tampon, an ord-

nance survey map of Surrey, some mints, her mobile phone, and her

keys. Her bag is an ordinary woman’s handbag and pretty much con-

forms to the general pattern of what is in woman’s handbags for the

most part, except for the ordnance survey map of Surrey, but this can

be explained by the fact that she lives there and likes to go walking,

often on a whim and for extended periods of time, in no particular di-

rection, and so needs it to allow her to find her way home. A sugges-

tion for Lydia is she might find it even easier if she packed a

compass too.

Gavin Malone, 32, has in his bag the Prime Minister’s brain. His bag is a blue carrier bag, that was lying around his

house, and which he brought specifically to carry the Prime Minister’s brain about in. The Prime Minister’s brain

was only recently obtained by Gavin, and is still fresh and dripping with the Prime Minister’s blood. Gavin is an un-

savoury character, balding and with an unfavourable phrenology- he has a history of petty crime but his plot to cap-

ture the Prime Minister’s brain was long in the hatching and really quite ingenious. Befriending one of the Prime

Minister’s bodyguards who physically he resembled, Gavin lured him to a bar one night and got him so drunk that

he couldn’t even remember his own name. Gavin then battered the bodyguard and stole his uniform, bound and

gagged him and left him in his (Gavin’s) house, bruised and disoriented. Gavin then put on his uniform and mas-

queraded as him at work the next day. Gavin knew most of the lingo and routines from conversations with his friend

the bodyguard. Gavin then waited until he got an opportunity to be alone with the Prime Minister, at which point

he revealed a saw, which he used to cut into the Prime Minister’s skull and remove the brain within. He plans to sell

the brain to the Russians, who will no doubt value the British state secrets it contains.

However, Gavin is strictly small-fry, and does not anticipate the sophisticated state operation that will soon be

launched to get the Prime Minister’s brain back. The Prime Minister might not be alive anymore but there is still a

chance his brain could be revived and could lead the country in his place- failing this it is still obviously worth get-

ting back so that state secrets could not be compromised. Upon discovering the Prime Minister is dead and his brain

missing, Downing Street security will switch the country into ‘PM brain recovery mode’ - this means that all police

and military operations will be suspended and all such officials will then systematically search the populace for

brains. This is how the Prime Minister’s brain will be discovered on Gavin Malone and subsequently taken from him

and revived in a secret state super-hospital where they can revive brains (and also cure cancer and AIDs). The brain

will speak with great pain of the horror it endured in Gavin Malone’s blue carrier bag, alone and shaking and cold and

drying out, with very little to sustain it out there in the cold streets in the bag of that thug. Gavin Malone, meanwhile,

will enjoy a brief footnoted historical notoriety but spend the rest of his life in prison on a special never-release

home office tariff because his crime was just that serious. His fate stands as a stark warning to all others who would

seek to steal, or otherwise threaten in any other way, the Prime Minister’s brain. By Tom Whyman
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THE last issue of the Shrieking Violet introduced the idea of entertain-

ing yourself where possible. This issue continues the theme of alternative fun, using as its

premise the idea (cliched or not) that the best things in life are free or inexpensive (with

the exception of the gigs and Cornerhouse showings in the listings, which are neverthe-

less primarily focused on independent venues and promoters).

In an excellent article in the latest issue of Manchester’s free newspaper The Mule, Alex

Bridger of the psychogeographic collective Bored in the City said Manchester is built

‘around the needs of big retailers, designed primarily to ensure people shop and when they

sit down to rest, they have to buy some food and drink’.

He asks us to look at Manchester City Centre ‘on a

rainy day’ and see ‘how many places people can relax

and socialise without spending money’, claiming ‘public

space’ has blended into commercial space’.

This is something I have been thinking about a lot since

I read it. You could go to any number of galleries - in-

cluding the Chinese Arts Centre and ArtLand, admire the

Pre-Raphaelite collection in Manchester Art Gallery, or

learn more about the built environment at CUBE, but it’s

still not really an opportunity to sit down and relax. 

Manchester’s parks and gardens are lovely but still rely

on the weather being dry. 

It’s lucky, then, that we have the oracle of knowledge

(and unemployed person’s meeting place) that is Central

Library - where you can look at Manchester based exhi-

bitions, read some microfilm and study local history,

dream of visiting faraway lands in the travel section, use

the internet, rent a DVD (£1 for a week!) or even just sit

and gaze at the architectural details of the town hall from

the beautiful Language and Literature library. That’s all

before you even take any books out.

Take your inspiration from this secondhand bookstall in

a shack on Shudehill - Seek and Ye Shall Find!
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THIS recipe is an amalgamation of a couple of variations I've seen for kedgeree, plus a little of

my own imagination. Kedgeree is a classic colonial dish, combining the very English (smoked fish

and eggs) with the very exotic (rice and spices!). It is traditionally eaten for breakfast, but I've al-

ways felt this sounded like a little too much for the morning, so I have it for dinner in the evening.

It's very easy and really delicious. It’s quite versatile and is nice served with virtually any green

vegetable; it is also possible to add ingredients such as mushrooms to the dish towards the end of

cooking time. This recipe serves two, but the basic rule is one fillet of fish and one egg per per-

son, then adjust the rice quantity accordingly. I'm not going to go all preachy and instruct people

to buy free range and/or organic ingredients as this is a matter of personal choice...but the dish will

taste a lot nicer if you do so, not to mention the ethical benefits.

Ingredients:

2 fillets of smoked mackerel, peppered or unpeppered depending on preference

2 eggs

1 onion

Olive oil

Milk

150g rice - I use brown rice; its soft and slightly nutty consistency lends itself very well to this dish.

2 tbsps chopped fresh parsley

2 tsps masala curry powder

Extra chilli powder, if required

Squeeze of lemon juice

Salt and pepper, to season

First, boil the rice for the respective amount of time for the type of rice you're using. About ten

minutes before the end of cooking-time, hard-boil the eggs. Using a fork and sharp knife, take

the skin off of the mackerel fillets and then cut them up into 'flakes'. Chop the onion and gently

fry it in some olive oil. Add the first tbsp of the masala curry powder. When the onion is soft and

translucent/golden, add the fish, drained rice and eggs, when they are ready. Stir vigorously to

avoid sticking. Gradually add milk from now until serving - this is both to avoid sticking and to

give it a lovely creamy taste and consistency. It should eventually be roughly the consistency of

risotto. Add the chopped parsley and the second tbsp of the masala curry powder. Taste, and if nec-

essary add a pinch or so of chilli powder, or even a little more of the masala curry powder if you

wish. Season and add a squeeze of lemon juice et voila!

Kedgeree Rachel Cranshaw recommends her favourite recipe



Wednesday September

2, Sleeping States, The

Corner, Fallowfield. Won-

derfully named Bristolian

Markland Starkie makes

possibly the world’s most

gorgeously swoonsome

music. Harmony laden

Gardens of the South,

from his new album In the

Gardens of the North, is

the loveliest song you’ll

hear this year - if not ever.

Thursday September 3,

DIY Bother?, Islington Mill,

6pm. Debate about what

DIY culture means today.

Thursdays September 3

and 10, Summerscreen,

Spinningfields, 9pm. The

last two free outdoor film

screenings of the summer

are The Rocky Horror

Show (September 3) and

World War II drama The

Reader, starring Kate

Winslet (September 10).

Take your own blanket/

chair to sit on the often

sodden lawn and avoid

the £2 deckchair hire

charges!

Friday September 4,

Okkervil River, Club 

Academy. Upbeat, big

sounding Texas rock

band.

Sunday September 6,

Victoria Baths open day,

12-4pm. Manchester’s

water palace throws its

doors open with guided

tours and a table top sale.

(monthly)

Loiterers Resistance

Movement walk around

Manchester (see

www.nowhere-

fest.blogspot.com).

(monthly)

Life Drawing, Sand Bar,

4pm. Take your own paper

and pencils, plus a pad to

lean on. £3. (monthly)

Sundays September 6

and 20, Breakfast Club,

Cornerhouse, 12pm. Mid-

day screenings of the

Marilyn Monroe comedy

classic Some Like It Hot

(September 6) and Hitch-

cock’s thriller The 39

Steps (September 20). 

Wednesday September

9, The Dodos, Ruby

Lounge. Scuzzy indie

punk from San Francisco.

Thursday September 10,

Oxjam Speed Dating,

Rain Bar, 8pm, Candlelit

speed dating plus cock-

tails, a raffle and live

music from Advances in

Mathematics. £5 (in aid of

charity)

Thursday 10-Sunday

September 13, Heritage

Open Days. Attractions

across Manchester open

for free as part of this an-

nual nationwide event, in-

cluding Manchester Town

Hall, Victoria Baths, the

New People’s History Mu-

seum, the Pankhurst Cen-

tre, the Museum of Trans-

port, Manchester Jewish

Museum, Gorton

Monastery, Stockport Hat

Works Museum, Salford

Lads Club, Retracing Sal-

ford, Chapel Street and

Hope United Reformed

Church, The Lancastrian

Theatre Organ Trust, Ec-

cles, Rochdale Pioneers

Museum and the Greater

Manchester Fire Museum,

Rochdale.

Saturday September 12,

Bloomberg New Contem-

poraries  exhibition starts,

Cornerhouse. Esteemed

annual showcase of re-

cent art school graduates.

(Runs until October 25)

Monday September 14,

Sunset Rubdown, Deaf In-

stitute. Canadian indie -

Wolf Parade/ Frog Eyes

side project.

Wednesday September

16, Victoria Baths swim-

ming club, Levenshulme

Baths 7pm. (monthly)

Sunday September 20,

Fuck Buttons, Now Wave,

Deaf Institute. The Bristol

two piece provide more of

an experience than a gig

- allow time for your hear-

ing to recover. 

Monday September 21,

Thomas Truax, Trof North-

ern Quarter. A must see -

New York eccentric

Thomas Truax performs

songs based on the films

of David Lynch on his col-

lection of homemade in-

struments, including the

part-bicycle Sister Spin-

ster and the Hornicator.

Tuesday September 22,

Times New Viking, The

Corner, Fallowfield. Lo-fi

American punk pop in the

tradition of Guided by

Voices etc..

Saturday September 26,

A Cheap Affair, Islington

Mill, 11am. CHEAP maga-

zine hosts a creative fair

with artists selling zines,

jewellery, vintage clothes,

cake etc..

David Thomas Broughton,

Deaf Institute.The York-

shire folk singer’s capti-

vating live show, using

loops and his extraordi-

nary voice, is another

must see.

Underachievers Please

Try Harder, Saki Bar,

Rusholme. Underachiev-

ers indie disco upstairs

with This Night Could Be

Your Life djs and live Man-

chester bands Uranium

Lake and Beat the Radar

downstairs.

Sunday September 27,

Julie Doiron, Islington Mill.

Gorgeous grunge-folk

from Canadian singer

songwriter, formerly of

Eric’s Trip.

Bees: Manchester’s symbol
How green is Manchester?
The lost art of the football shirt
Maths (is cool)
Poetry and creative writing
Recipe
Fairies take over North Campus

The
Good things happening soon

Things that might be in the next issue: Gargoyles, feminism, recipes, pho-
tographs, illustration, things to make and do and more.
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